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Thin
Choose the Right Synonym for thin. Adjective. thin, slender, slim, slight, tenuous mean not thick,
broad, abundant, or dense. thin implies comparatively little extension between surfaces or in
diameter, or it may imply lack of substance, richness, or abundance. thin wire a thin soup slender
implies leanness or spareness often with grace and good proportion.
Thin | Definition of Thin by Merriam-Webster
thin (thĭn) adj. thin·ner, thin·nest 1. a. Relatively small in extent from one surface to the opposite,
usually in the smallest solid dimension: a thin book. b. Not great in diameter or cross section; fine:
thin wire. 2. Having little bodily flesh or fat; lean or slender. 3. a. Not dense or concentrated; sparse:
the thin vegetation of the plateau. b ...
Thin - definition of thin by The Free Dictionary
The thin examiner held the high office of deacon of the church. His voice was thin, but it kept that
line of hands high above their heads. "Rose campion," she said, parting the stems with her long,
thin fingers.
Thin Synonyms, Thin Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Directed by Lauren Greenfield. With Shelly Guillory, Brittany Robinson, Alisa Williams, Polly
Williams. The story of four women suffering from anorexia and bulimia in South Florida.
Thin (2006) - IMDb
Product Description. Thin (DVD) Amazon.com. A compelling film that delves into the lives of young
women with eating disorders, the HBO documentary Thin offers sobering insight into why anyone
would sacrifice her health for the pursuit of unrealistic body perfection. Set in a Florida clinic that
specializes in treating patients with bulimia (binge eating followed by self-induced vomiting) and ...
Amazon.com: Thin: Lauren Greenfield: Movies & TV
And wid that the widdy, she gits up from the sofy, and makes the swatest curthchy nor iver was
seen; and thin down she sits like an angel; and thin, by the powers, it was that little spalpeen
Mounseer Maiter-di-dauns that plumped his silf right down by the right side of her.
Thin - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
Thin can describe something that is narrow and slender, like a hair or a thread. It can also describe
a layer of something that is not very thick, such as paper. To thin something out is to make it lesser
or weaker, like thinning out a sauce by adding water.
thin - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
The latest Tweets from Thin (@thinink). Food Corro for @TRF_Stories. Co-founder @kitetalesMM,
non-profit storytelling project. Founder/former head Myanmar Now news & former SEA & E Asia
corro. Rome, Lazio
Thin (@thinink) | Twitter
Thin (often styled as THIN) is a 2006 cinéma vérité documentary film directed by Lauren Greenfield
and distributed by HBO.It was filmed at The Renfrew Center of Florida in Coconut Creek, a 40-bed
residential facility for the treatment of women with eating disorders.The film follows four women
with anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and other eating disorders in their struggle for recovery.
Thin (film) - Wikipedia
Feminist-minded photographer and filmmaker Lauren Greenfield details the ravaging physical and
mental effects of anorexia nervosa by following four anorexic women between the ages of 15 and
30 as ...
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